
Equipping Missional Congregations

50% of our congregations will have a demonstrated missional 
and multiplication mindset, doing whatever it takes to share the 
abundant life in Jesus Christ.

l  Identify and resource 10 churches with capacity and 
commitment to double in worship attendance by 2024.

l  Engage 20 churches per year in revitalization efforts.

l  Grow our multiplication efforts to reach a multiplication 
rate of 3% of our current churches annually by 2025.

l  Create a culture of multiplication through district Multiply 
Groups and the launch of a Reach event in 2018.

Developing Missional Leaders

Increase to 75  the number of high performing, apostolic, 
strategically placed leaders.

l  Build and implement a performance and development 
process that identifies high performing leaders and 
engages clergy in intentional learning and development 
plans to sustain and grow in excellence.

l  Expand recruitment processes to build a strong pipeline 
and selection processes designed so that at least 25% of all 
new clergy are demonstrated apostolic leaders.

l  Mobilize lay leadership by creating a culture where all are 
called.

l  Design a process to increase the evangelistic heart/skill and 
capacity of our clergy and congregations.

Generating Missional Resources

Generate an additional $3 million annually in new revenue in 
order to fuel innovation and financial sustainability, trusting in 
the abundance of God to open the hearts of new givers and to 
find new collaborative partnerships.

l  Engage in performance-based budgeting process to re-
align apportioned budget to missional priorities and infuse 
growth engines.

l  Develop new resources outside the apportioned budget 
for strategic investments in our multiplication efforts and 
apostolic leaders development.

l  Increase capacity of the Foundation to engage in donor 
cultivation and serve as the development office of the 
annual conference.

l  Implement Lilly Grant strategies to increase clergy and 
congregational capacity to lead in generosity.

Extending Missional Impact

50% of our churches will have claimed and are significantly 
engaged in a kingdom movement to heal a broken world, 
believing that God is using us to do powerful things!

l 50% of our churches engaged in partnerships with 
neighborhood schools.

l  Increase by 25% the number of churches engaged in OC 
Ministries.

l  Equip our clergy and churches to be relevant in a non-
majority culture.

l  Design a method for congregations to claim, network, 
and grow in the unique ways they are participating in the 
movement towards abundant life in Jesus.
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Missional urgency:
Cultivating the passion and pathways to boldly offer Christ  

in ways that are radically relevant to our current cultural context.

Journey Toward Vitality
Every congregation a vital expression of the scriptural imperatives

   Growing in love of God and neighbor 
     Reaching new people 
      Healing a broken world

More people living the way of Jesus. More churches alive with the Spirit. More of our world experiencing abundant life.


